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vodafone offered prepaid service in the country
for the first time in 2001. they launched both
the 3g and 4g services in the market. the 3g

and 4g services are only available for the
postpaid subscribers of vodafone. the prepaid
service is only available for those who have a
valid 2g mobile connection. vodafone mobile

network, which is india's largest mobile
network, launched its new dual-sim phone in
the indian market. the new dual-sim phone

allows the users to have two active sim cards in
a single mobile phone. the users can switch

between the sims at any time. vodafone new
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dual-sim phone, launched in india, can switch
sims at any time. vodafone is india’s largest

mobile network, with around 91% of the market
share, and is the country’s largest carrier.

vodafone dual-sim phone is the first dual-sim
phone to be launched in the market. vodafone
prepaid offers the best value mobile phones at
affordable prices. vodafone prepaid offers great

mobile phones with great plans at affordable
prices. these phones are available across the

country at various mobile retail stores. now you
can buy a phone under rs. 2,000 with unlimited

talk time and data at 100+ service centers
across india. vodafone prepaid offers great

mobile phones with great plans at affordable
prices. not all mobile companies can give you a

4g network in your area. as of this writing,
vodafone has a 4g network in only some of the
locations. vodafone has also not made it clear
that there will be a penalty for roaming if you
use a sim other than the one that came with

the phone.
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